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Update your privacy policy

Categories of personal information collected about the consumer

The sources from which that information is collected

The commercial or business purpose for which the personal information is collected

The categories of third parties the information will be shared with

Specific pieces of personal information collected about the consumer

Your business’s privacy policy lets customers know how their data is collected and used.

Privacy policies must include:

Perform a data audit

Determine what type of data you are collecting, using, sharing, and storing.

Determine if you sell data per CCPA

Identify if your business practices qualify as “selling” data. If it does, your business will need to comply 
with the regulations. Consider a risk/benefit analysis on selling this data at all.

Reconsider the use of any third-party data

Any data sold or purchased about a consumer would qualify for CCPA and your business would be 
required to comply.

Review data fields on forms and profiles

If you are currently using any third-party data to collect data from consumers, you may want to 
consider getting that data directly from the consumer.
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Request a free consultation to implement necessary CCPA 
measures on your website

Ensure consumers can access data collected and that you can 
easily delete consumer information if requested

As with GDPR, consumers have the right to know what personal information is being collected, where it 
is stored, and to ask for it to be deleted permanently.

Create a process to honor do not sell requests

The CCPA requires you keep a record of all sales of consumer information for up to 12 months, plus 
have a clear option for customers to opt-out of their information being sold via a link on your website’s 
homepage and an email.

Consider developing an official individual rights process

Create documentation outlining how your business will comply with the access and deletion of 
personal data upon request and train employees. 


